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Celebrate the beauty and form of flowers with a garden-full of felt adornments! Bestselling author

and designer Gillian Harris has created a bouquet of blossoms, from white daisies and lilies, to

cheery yellow daffodils and sunflowers, to red roses, fuschia carnations, and purple irises. With

Harris's guidance, you'll soon become adept at fashioning delicately detailed petals, stems,

seedpods and leaves.
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Gillian Harris is a designer who teaches feltmaking workshops and sells a range of innovative felted

bags from her website (gilliangladrag.co.uk). She runs the Fluff-a-toruim in Dorking, Surrey. Gillian

is the author of bestselling Carnival of Felting and Complete Feltmaking, both published by Collins &

Brown.

I like this book ~ it has a wonderful assortment of flower designs and gives great tips for wet and dry

felting. The diversity of flowers is really lovely too and I will be making most of them in the book. The

way the book is set up is definitely different than most guidebooks in that each project refers to the

back of the book for actual "how-to's". I have to admit this part is a bit odd and the only reason I

gave this book 4 stars instead of 5.It comes with all of the flower templates which is great! I

purchased the digital version so I'm not sure if the printed book actually comes with printed



templates or if the book also refers to a link where you can download and print the templates out.

The digital book is easy to use though because as I mentioned in the above paragraph the

"how-tos" are in the back of the book but the links from each project take you right to that part of the

book so you don't have to search through the pages. For this reason I actually recommend the

digital version over the printed version.All-in-all this book gave me exactly what I was looking for and

I'm quite happy with my purchase. I would definitely recommend this friends and family with a quick

explanation about the "how-to's" section. I think the author did a lovely job on the example photos

and the cover and I hope she publishes another book with more creative inspiration!

This is a colorful book full of interesting ideas. I wouldn't say it is the most inspired book as far a

originality, but I'm glad I invested in it. I'd like to see more from this author in the future.

i expected more felting, less cutting and creating with scissors, but still it had very nice flower

designs and i will try them. I will consider this a decent addition for my felting library.

very nice little book, nice pictures of several flowers to make. directions in back of book.

Lovely book. Great introduction to felting flowers. Nicely photographed with a helpful technique

guide in the back of the book.

Is for making the felt as opposed to needle felting flowers. So only use the patterns to work the

needle felting other thanking the sheets of felt to cut from.

I have only read half of it but very informative. If you want to know how to felt flowers this is for you.

The flower designs and colors were amazing. Have already made a few flowers.
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